Sensitive refractive index sensor based on an assembly-free fiber multi-mode interferometer fabricated by femtosecond laser.
We propose and demonstrate a highly sensitive refractive index (RI) sensor based on a novel fiber-optic multi-mode interferometer (MMI), which is formed with a femtosecond-laser-induced in-core negative refractive index modified line in a standard single mode fiber. The proposed MMI structure is directly written with femtosecond laser in one step, which removes the splicing process needed in conventional MMI fabrication and also significantly improves the robustness. This device exhibits a high sensitivity to surrounding refractive index, with a maximum sensitivity up to 10675.9 nm/RIU at the RI range of 1.4484-1.4513. The distinct advantages of high sensitivity, compact, robust and assembly-free all-fiber structure make it attractive for real physical, chemical and biological sensing.